
Orlando FSDO FAASTeam presents:

Transitioning to Light Sport Aircraft- the Perfect ILS - and TFRs



>Lou Mancuso is known as "The Landing Doctor"
as he has spent his life trying to improve the
process of teaching new pilots how to land safely.
Lou has created the Personal Limitations
Checklist, Ground Proximity Awareness Training
and the Defined Go-Around to keep you and your
loved ones safe. Come listen as Lou speaks
about flying light sport aircraft and the differences
pilots should know about when transitioning from
many GA single engine aircraft to a light sports
aircraft. Lou will also discuss the availability and
advancements of light sport aircraft flight
electronics.
>“Delta on the Dot”, Flying the ILS. Rock will
present a better technique for flying the ILS to a
more successful outcome.  Come learn a
foolproof technique taught at one of the largest
simulator facilities in the US on flying a smooth
ILS approach without chasing the needles. A
great presentation for beginners and seasoned
instrument pilots both.
>Temporary Flight Restrictions. Our new
president likes to come to Florida often. What that
means to us is frequent and sometimes sudden
TFRs being initiated in our neighborhood. Rich
will review the basics of the TFR, how to find out
where they are, and what will happen if you
accidently fly into one.
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As always, discussions and questions are
welcomed and encouraged.
Directions: The seminar will be held in the Leesburg Airport
Administration building, across the street from Sunair
Aviation.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


